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Sustainability Impact Assessment and integrated modelling

in controversial universes: a background

Olivier Godard1

Sustainable development is a key expression. It has been adopted as a new benchmark by NGOs,
but also main economic and public actors at different level of political governance, from local scenes
to the global one. Asked to make choices compatible with sustainability, bureaucracies and
managers try to translate this fuzzy concept into manageable indicators and criteria with the general
assumption that if people asked for sustainability, this ‘thing” could be measured approximately the
same way as a physical grandeur (length, weight, …) or an economic one (income, GNP). It could
then be standardised as an object of administration. To achieve such a result, it would just be a
question of methodological investment in building sustainability indicators and sustainability impact
assessments of given projects or policies.

Such an approach takes it for granted that sustainability can be turned into a new legitimate
principle of justification of actions and, specifically, can be measured in a unique and unambiguous
way, once data are provided. These two assumptions have to be challenged. We can argue
(Godard, 1998) that sustainability is not qualified and equipped to be a new legitimate principle of
justification by itself, because of limitations regarding axiomatics of justification orders in modern
western societies and because of practical shortcomings2. Unless our society is ready to turn this
axiomatics upside down, such limits imply that sustainability has to be built from the inside of the
several classical justification orders that presently co-exist in our modernity and pass their specific
tests of legitimacy every time these orders are felt relevant for ordering a precise context of collective
action.

Achieving sustainability has no unique content and going to sustainability implies no unique
way. Sustainable development has to be understood as an enterprise giving their chance to several
interpretations, each one being shaped by a specific legitimacy order, and several strategies
combining them in different ways. If, under specific circumstances, it may happen for these various
constructs to converge in concluding that given courses of action or specific evolutions are definitely
not sustainable, the core of sustainability cannot be seen as conceptually homogeneous: it is made of
various rival claims to give an appropriate translation of sustainability requirements.

This viewpoint on the very conceptual foundations of sustainability certainly has
consequences for the practical approaches that can be promoted. It questions the relevance of any
programme aiming at measuring sustainability with the help of a unique system of indicators, or the

                                                
1 Olivier Godard, Director of research, CNRS, Laboratoire d’Econométrie, a joint unit of CNRS and Ecole polytechnique,
Paris. E-mail: godard@poly.polytechnique.fr . This paper is based on previous work published in Godard (1996, 1997a et
b, 1998, 2001).
2 On this axiomatic, see Boltanski and Thévenot (1991) and Godard (1990).
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trust some actors seems to give to positivist sustainability impact assessments. Meanwhile, once
pluralism is acknowledged to be co-substantive to the issue of sustainability, there is still a room for
assessment exercises, just because any justification order needs to be equipped by specific tests: a
justification order can only be an order if it provides means to resolve disputes and settle agreements.
How can we develop relevant tests and models in a pluralist society in which several constructs of
legitimacy are claimed by various stakeholders? What type of assessment is required to address such
cross-legitimacy contexts? This paper is intended to set the background of these questions in relation
to the very nature of the environmental issues and the debate on sustainability.

1. The system-environment relationship: an entangled hierarchy

The rise of environmental issues onto the public agenda during the last thirty years has not been a
quiet, progressive and rational process based on pure scientific development. It also came out of
social controversies and conflicts against specific technologies or projects, fed by activist groups and
some prominent leaders making intensive use of media. The ideological impulse has been prominent.
In many cases, the collective concern has been caught in a paradoxical position: as regards practical
phenomena, environmental degradation seemed to be so advanced than action looked desperately
late, too late; as regards the scientific understanding of processes involved and the assessment of
ultimate damage, knowledge was still piecemeal and conjectural, incapable to deliver the complete
information that would have been required for organising a substantively rational action. So
uncertainty and controversies have been the common feature of environmental policies in the last
period. They should be reserved a central place in our thinking on sustainability and the integration of
environmental issues by public policies and economic activity.

1.1. From issues of qualification to integrated modelling

Clearly environmental issues are raising difficult questions about the ways and means to integrate
human beings and non human beings into one unified representation as ambitioned by integrated
modelling. Behind all-pervasive sources of uncertainty that we have to address in the environmental
field, lies a deeper hesitation as regards the appropriate qualification and status we should give to
"environmental beings". The standard utilitarian economic concept and the political model of the
"common good" are framing the world they institute from an initial partition between "subjects" and
"objects", while standard systems approach and energetics give the same ontological status to all
beings, human and non-human ones, both categories being viewed as vehicles of energy and material
flows. With environmental issues, each of these patterns, being incomplete, is condemned to open up
to others. But it is not straightforward to associate both partitions into one integrated model! The
issue is not reducible to the usual one of linking different boxes or compartments having the same
physical nature. We must envisage the building of specific interface and other forms of integration.
The very logical structure of the environment/system relationship leads to suggest a type of integration
based on a circulation between polar viewpoints, i.e. a circulation between two types of integrated
approaches.
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1.2. The environment/system relationship

Uncertainty is not just a contingent and temporary feature of some environmental problems, as it is
for many new emerging concerns in society. There is a logical link between a state of critical
uncertainty and the very nature of what "environment" means in self-organising systems theory.
Within this framework, the structure of the concept of the environment is one of "entangled
hierarchy" between two orders of emergent sense, or matrix of meaning, (see the definition in table
1). There is one order in which the system of meaning coming out from the system (the human
society) is logically the first, being the reference of the other pole, its “environment”; then
environment is the sub-set of the world that is meaningful for this system either as resources and
conditions of existence and development, or as sources of relevant perturbations and threats. An
element of the world that is not relevant for the system considered as the reference does not belong
to its environment. There is another order in which the system of meaning emerging from the
environment is posited as logically anterior to the one of the system, because the existence of the
environment appears to be a condition of the very existence of the system. For this second order, the
system is just a subset of the environment and takes part to its global functioning and dynamics. Each
system of meaning imposes its own semantics and key benchmarks.

Meanwhile, logic imposes to associate these two orders as basic components of one unique
concept of environment. They are linked in such a way that each order has to include the other as a
condition of its own accomplishment: in order to elucidate the sense of a phenomenon for the system
(human society), humans have to try and elucidate the sense of the phenomenon for the environment.
Then they have to switch from a self-referent semantics to an environment-centred one. But the very
sense of the environment for itself cannot be directly known. It is made manifest firstly through natural
events, fluctuations, catastrophes that are meaningful for humans, and secondly through the activity of
scientists and interpretative frameworks available within society. The image of the meaning of the
environment for itself is still a construction emanating from the system... This is so notably because
scientific research is a contingent human activity, dependent on human concerns and decisions
(finance, goals and priorities, ...) and human faculties; science cannot be a direct access to reality.

An illustration of the ordinary predominance of the order coming out from the system is to be
found in the main concepts we are currently using for organising the representation of the
environment. They do not express components of the environment taken for themselves, but a human
look at these components3. The sense attributed to the environment unavoidably results from a
conjectural and controversial social construction embedded in cultural grids and socio-economic and
political games.4 The implication is that no position can be viewed as the definitive, appropriate one.
The ultimate meaning of the environment is a question mark for humans. This is why hetero-reference
is ultimately encapsulated into self-reference.

                                                
3.- See the "natural resources" concept: within the environmental problematique, there is no place to speak of natural
resources if the natural components are not referred to a human usage or to some value defined by men. If we consider the use
of some resources by biological units (predator-pray relationship), there is no basis to qualify them as "natural", i.e. in the
context of an opposition with human attributes (culture, technology...). It is the same for "quality of life", "habitat", and so
on.
4. Any attempt to give a practical meaning to the economic concept of "external cost" provides a typical case: to know what
will be the external damage cost to some agents elsewhere in the future, we first have to know what will be the environmental
transformation producing this damage; this comes to elucidating the meaning of human action for the environment itself as a
condition to elucidate its meaning for human agents.
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Table 1: the environment as an "entangled hierarchy"

• Given a self-organising system S, interacting with an environment E

• Given a hierarchy of sense H on {S, E}: S> E, meaning that S is logically anterior to E, being a
condition for its existence,

• Given the opposite hierarchy H: E> S,

• E is said to have a structure of "entangled hierarchy" since:

1° the concept of environment is paradoxically coupling two opposite hierarchies of sense, H
and H

E = H ∪∪  H   (1)

2° each hierarchy comprehends the other one as a component of itself
E = (H ⊂⊂  H ) ∪∪  ( H ⊂⊂  H )   (2)

3° each hierarchy logically and temporarily implies its opposite, in a movement of eternal
circulation analogous to the one generated by a Möbius ring.

E = ( H ⇒⇒  H ⇒⇒  H ⇒⇒  H ⇒⇒ ...)   (3)

So, the basic condition of the professional life of scientists interested by the environmental
field is to circulate between the two orders of meaning, both of them being considered as partial, but
necessary viewpoints on the production of sense involved in the Man-Environment relationship.
When realising this, the main question is not to choose between, for instance, economics and
ecological studies, since each of them is occupying a specific polar position, neither to look for some
unified theory based on a homogeneous semantics.

1.3. An additional source of complexity: the plurality of universes of justification

An additional source of complexity and uncertainty in the system-environment relationship originates
in the plurality of universes of legitimate justification which coexist in present modern, western,
democratic societies: "market", "industrial", "civic", "domestic-traditional", "fame", "inspired" orders.
Environmental issues are not built the same way within each of these justification orders (Godard,
1990), and public deliberation is hesitating between them: it is not self-evident to know which one is
the more appropriate to a specific situation; more than often social groups are supporting conflicting
views to this regard, each order being only partially successful to address the issues of concern
(Lafaye and Thévenot, 1993).
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1.4. Living in "controversial universes"

Critical uncertainty affecting environmental issues is linked to long lasting scientific controversies. The
latter are not bound to scientific communities, but are spreading over society, fuelling social
controversies. Both sources combine to generate “controversial universes” (see table 2) in which
scientific theories and “visions of the world” become social stakes around which strategic games are
developing among economic and social actors (Godard, 1997a).

Table 2: controversial universes

• Individual representation of issues are not based on direct perceptions, but mediated by a
preliminary scientific and social construction; so the ultimate reference of judgements cannot be
genuine individual preferences taken as already shaped;

• All persons of concern are not "here and there" in order to express their preferences and
judgements; there is a specific issue raised by the representation of the interests and rights of
absent third parties (other people in foreign countries, future generations);

• A long lasting controversial state of scientific knowledge on critical parts of the problem relevant
for policy-making impedes decisions to be deduced of a scientific characterization of issues; in
that case, action is taken on the basis of technological options that are ready; scientific
controversies are indirectly arbitrated on a technological ground; the formulation of problems to
solve depends on the availability of solutions;

• Due to potential irreversibility, there is a strong perception, at least among some social actors, that
there is a need for immediate and firm action, without waiting for the momentum of certitude; then
action cannot be based only on knowledge; at the same time, it should be conceived as revisable
and provisory to take account of expected future scientific progress.

Such contexts contrast themselves with "stabilised universes" which have been explored at
length by environmental economics in the framework of the theory of public goods and external
effects. Within "controversial universes", the precedence of appropriate knowledge for action to be
rational ("learn then act") has to be reversed ("act then learn") because what is at stake is to prevent
a presumably irreversible damage. To take early action without waiting for scientific certainty is at the
core of the precautionary principle (Godard et al. 2002). Here, cognitive issues and stakes of
collective action are intertwined, giving rise to new forms of strategic competition among social and
economic actors. This competition is about the framing of the problems of action. Scientific theories
tend to become instrumentalised by social and economic actors. In this framework, environmental
uncertainty tends to become a strategic variable used by actors to achieve their ends (stopping the
development of a technology, ensuring a market, ...), and reflects the existing level of social
consensus or dissent. Experts’ activity concentrates this tension between the logic of knowledge and
the logic of collective action and receives new implicit functions focused on the stabilisation of
contexts for action beyond what science can provide (Godard, 1997a).

When the environment is at stake, the very process of controversy expresses the
incompleteness of each order of meaning, the confrontation of both of them, and at the same time
their inescapable link.
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1.5. Conventions and social co-ordination when objects are uncertain

Controversial universes exacerbate the role of conventions in the process of social co-ordination:
conventions have to stabilise contexts for action and avoid an economic paralysis, even when the
objects for the sake of which decisions are supposed to be made are out of grasp. For instance, we
want to protect the global climate but we do not know to which extent this climate is being scared by
human actions, and what will be the magnitude of damage. The more our knowledge of the world of
natural and hybrid beings is weak, the more the collective co-ordination of action is dependent on
somewhat arbitrary conventions in which the basic cognitive autonomy of human society expresses
itself. The logic of conventions is both embedded into the perception of practical possibilities (a
question regarding an uncertain and controversial environmental problem is translated into a question
of technological capabilities), of secondary interests (for instance gaining a diplomatic success,
capturing new competitive advantages, etc.) and basic benchmarks belonging to main universes of
justification ("industrial efficiency", "civic equity", "market flexibility", "traditional inheritance", etc.).

Such is the context brought by environmental issues. This context is inescapable when dealing
with sustainability and should be addressed by any approach aiming at achieving sustainability impact
assessment.

2. Sustainability and legitimacy

2.1. The needs of public justification…

The search for agreement on collective actions and rules intended to manage individual conduct and
conflicts over the respective positions of members in a society is subject to a general requirement of
public justification. Debates, tests and judgements involved draw on some basic agreements and
conventions, which we will call “legitimate principles of justification”. It is at the end of such
justification work that actions undertaken or new norms and classifications adopted will be seen as
legitimate. Examples of this type of process can be found in court cases, motor races and economic
calculations of the profitability of an investment. They are all tests, even though they correspond to
different situations, intended to determine the appropriate action or order. The requirement is
twofold: to find a suitable response to the specific circumstances of the situation requiring a
judgement, but also to link the situation to a more general representation of an ideal order supposed
to sustain a common good shared by all the members of the society.

Understanding the concept of legitimacy in this way, it can be said that the idea of sustainable
development is presented and used today by many groups, organisations and institutions as a new
standard for criticizing or promoting actions taken in the many areas of technological and economic
development, international relationship, trade and environment, demographic growth, town and
country planning, natural resource use and exploitation, and protection of the biophysical
environment, to name but some of the fields identified using their most common names.
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2.2. Sustainability, before all a rhetorical resource for criticism

Far from being firmly established for its positive content, the sustainable development requirement is
first and foremost used to back up arguments criticising current situations and practices; for example,
we can hear statements saying: “your industrial, demographic, agricultural (and so on) development is
not sustainable!” Now, this sort of statement is not just an objectively scientific observation, but
rather is an objection, a criticism and a demand for repairment: “By not being sustainable, your
development is harming others” -- that is, all those others whom the speaker is claiming to represent.
And the spokesperson continues with, “You are overstepping your rights, you are not respecting
your obligations, you should make amends or at least take steps to put a stop to this intolerable
situation.” There is no lack of examples of such denunciations. The history of the emergence of this
notion is littered with them. Moreover, they come from all directions, since accusers and accused
easily swap roles.

One example among several can be extracted from the field of climate change disputes.
Consider the argument put forward in March 1993 by a London-based non-governmental
organisation called the Global Commons Institute (GCI). This NGO had an institutional and media
success when it presented a shocking figure establishing the extreme illegitimacy of the development
styles of industrialised countries and the underlying international economic order5. It was estimated
that the poor Southern countries pay the industrialised countries an annual energy consumption
subsidy of 3.4 trillion dollars. In return, the Northern countries, in the form of the Global
Environmental Facility (GEF), conditionally offer a sum equal to a mere 0.00006% of their “debt” to
the South! This revelation was said to be based on the idea of sustainability, interpreted as a
normative and even legal principle as it then led to concepts of ‘debt’ and ‘obligation’. The argument
was as follows. According to the first report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) (Houghton et al., 1990), global emissions need to be reduced by 60% in order to stabilise
the atmospheric concentration of CO2 at 1990 levels. This would leave a residual level of emissions

compatible with this stabilisation of 2.4 GTC or 0.46 tonnes of carbon per planetary inhabitant per
year based on 1990 world population figures. The authors take this value to be a universal
sustainability norm and use it to determine, on the basis of real emissions, the countries “in credit”
(emitting less than the norm) and the countries “in debit” (emitting more than the norm). They then
put a value on these quantities using the average value of the macroeconomic coefficient for the
energetic efficiency of fossil fuel (GNP per tonne of carbon ratio). From this, they arrive at an
evaluation of the “debt” taken out each year by the Northern “debtor” countries with the Southern
“creditor” countries.

This example shows how turning the idea of sustainability into a legitimacy norm depends on
a group of operations which, in this case, have only been partially carried out and even then only in
the form of legal fiction6: the scientific definition of a function of climatic and biospheric response to

                                                
5 This interface organisation, a mix of militancy and rough economic expertise, managed to gain entry to the international
institutional climate talks and take part in the International Negotiations Committee meeting on the climate agreement held in
New York in March 1993. The figures that it presented at this meeting were presented by the United Nations Inter Press
Service Daily Journal (Dayal, 1993) as coming from an “environmental research body”.
6 Today’s world of sustainability is riddled with legal fiction. Examples of this are the equal right of each global citizen to the
atmosphere, historical responsibility, and the “natural debt” accumulated by the countries that are said to have taken more
than their fair share of the common patrimony formed by the atmosphere and the earth’s natural resources. To see how such
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various levels of greenhouse-effect emissions;  the socio-economic evaluation of the consequences of
induced changes and the assessment of sustainability thresholds, or rather unsustainability; an
international authority’s appropriation of the rights to the atmosphere previously available to all; the
international distribution, based on a rule deemed fair, of rights compatible with the chosen
sustainability norm; and the definition of transitional mechanisms, incentives and penalties to ensure
compliance with the new rights.

If sustainability is to become an acknowledged principle of legitimacy and be accorded the
means it needs, all of these stages should pass through the filter of justification, notably regarding the
invention of appropriate tests to resolve disagreements and arbitrate contradictory claims. The logic
of denunciation, as employed by the GCI, relies on the affirmation of a set of definitions and
principles presented as self-evident and woven into a coherent whole in order to produce an effect of
revelation about the “real nature” of a situation. Clearly, a form of constitution of the reality and a
“superior common principle” need to be presumed within this architecture. This is epitomised by the
formula, presented as axiomatic by the GCI, which posits that “survival and equity are now
inextricably linked.”

2.3. Troubles with sustainability as a legitimacy principle

Several scholars have raised the vagueness and inconsistencies of the concept of sustainability
concluding to a distinct inferiority compared with standard economic concepts pertaining to growth
theory, once external diseconomies are rightly considered. Generally speaking, most of the analysts
writing about the subject of sustainability start their papers by underscoring the vagueness
surrounding the notion and the large number of conflicting definitions and approaches. This is no
reason to reject the concept and the problematique as whole, but such statements hints, to say the
least, at the fact that as a principle of legitimacy, the sustainability concept is not yet ready to take on
the role expected from it. It is wise to try and understand why. Here are some difficulties.

Two divergent perspectives, generally called anthropocentric and biocentric, coexist in the
literature on sustainability. The biocentric view has been contemplated by many. Callicot (1993), for
example, puts forward a case for taking into account an intrinsic value of living beings in the name of
a new scientific understanding of the incorporation of the human species in the biosphere. Other
experts take stands as a result of concern about the strict application of a functionalist or narrowly
economic anthropocentric concept (e.g., Kuik and Verbruggen, 1991). Yet in all cases, the
biocentric view comes up against a major problem in that it violates the axiom (A1) of ‘common
humanity’ of the legitimacy axiomatics (see table 3), which defines the reference community as a
community of people who mutually acknowledge each other as humans and fellow men. This
difficulty was stressed by Paul Ricoeur (1993, p.15) when he stated his beliefs that the notions of
rights and duty cannot be extended beyond the human sphere. Each time a hypothesis makes
ecological sustainability a superior end in itself and an organisational principle for action and
management, it is rendered invalid from the point of view of this axiom (A1).

The anthropocentric view obviously does not have this particular problem, but does suffer
from two other important drawbacks. To be suited to the stakes of sustainability, a principle of
legitimacy has to be able to provide a coherent and satisfactory representation of the future. The

                                                                                                                                                        
fiction may become systematised, see for example Agarwal and Narain (1992), Kverndokk (1995), Grubb (1995), Gosseries
(2002).
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“City” model imposes a synchronic order on the people and social states by focusing on the
conditions for reaching an agreement between the people making up society and having to determine
the conditions of their co-operation and the distribution of social goods. This is why the axiom of
common humanity (A1), which establishes a basic difference between the humans faced with the
problem of a mutual agreement and the other beings, also posits a fundamental equivalence and
symmetry between all the members of the human community considered. Yet time does introduce a
gap between remote generations. This split has two features:

• These generations are not both represented in the same community and cannot communicate
with each other in order to agree on a common good;

• They are in an extremely lop-sided relationship, as the former generations create the later
generations and give them, at the same time, their unique identity and the world in which they
are going to have to live their life.

It is ultimately from the decision of the former generations that the later generations come into
existence or not.

This line of argument is also taken up by those who consider that under no circumstances can
the present generations harm future generations. To each behavioural regime, however little it may
modify the present generations’ decisions, correspond future generations who will be different in both
quality and quantity. That is to say, those yet to be born will not be the same people. They will
therefore not be in a position to criticise their parents for the state of the world they have left them as
they would not have come into the world had their parents behaved differently. An attempt could
probably be made to overcome this “problem of identity” by, for example, siding with the utilitarian
point of view (Beckerman and Pasek, 1993; Birnbacher, 1994). Yet the clearest implication of this is
that intergenerational justice cannot easily be addressed as a problem concerning the optimisation of
a distribution of well-being. It would be more suitably viewed in terms of minimum basic rights to be
guaranteed so as to ensure the human dignity of all humans in all generations, and of the desire of
present generations to pass on specific assets to their remote successors. Such assets would respond
to different criteria: some would be precious heritage from past generations; other would be
considered by present generations as the most significant for defining their own identity and marking
their own contribution to the human culture; still others would be seen as critical resources for future
adaptation and living.
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Table 3: The Axiomatic Base for Legitimate Orders of Justification
following Boltanski and Thévenot (1991)

A1. The Principle of Common Humanity

• A basic distinction is established between human
persons, who are members of the “City” and non-
human beings

• Only human persons, as members of the “City”, are
acknowledged as entities having rights

• To be a member of the “City” implies mutual
recognition and symmetric relationship

A2. The Principle of Dissimilarity

• There are several possible social
positions for members

A3. The Principle of Common Dignity

• Each member has an equal formal
potential of access to the various social
positions

A4. The Principle of Greatness Ordering

• Differences in social positions are turned into
an ordering of greatness

A5. The Principle of Sacrifice (or Investment Formula)

• Access to “Greatness” (upper social positions)
has a cost, implies a sacrifice

A6. The Principle of Superior Common Good

• Having the position of a Great member provides a
common good for all members, and not only a
personal satisfaction (happiness, power,
reputation...)
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It is basically the value of responses to asymmetry between non overlapping generations that
tests the suitability of a principle of legitimacy to be mobilised when sustainability may be at risk. All
the hypotheses picturing the successive generations as a human community similar to that of a society
of co-present people, such as extensions of Rawls’ veil of ignorance to the intergenerational
relationship7, are unrealistic as they ignore the fundamental asymmetry introduced by the procreation
relationship. This holds true in spite of the fact that, since the condemnation of eugenics, attempts are
being made to tone down the implications of this relationship as much as possible by, for example,
considering demographics to belong to statistical laws on which forecast approaches can be based
rather than calling on principles of responsibility. These hypotheses also err by overlooking the fact
that the successive generations are incapable of having the ‘same power of access’ to the different
social states (axiom A3) as all the accessible states considerably change over time (the “irreversibility
effect”).

A solution is sometimes proposed by analysts, which places the representation of future
generations within the community formed by the present generations. The argument is as follows. As
environmental changes are the remote “links” from present generations to future generations,
symmetry can be re-established by placing the representation of the latter in the present time.
Generally speaking representation issues have come to the public agenda with claims of new forms of
direct democracy, whereas Northern societies, not to speak of others, are affected by a crisis of the
political representation. In principle, solutions giving an explicit representation to remote generations
have the big advantage of reinstating an initial community made up exclusively of co-present
members. Yet it remains to be seen how the representation mechanism can be compatible with the
common dignity axiom (A3). As a social state, the representation function must also be able to be
accessible to all and must not lead to the creation of two classes within the community: those only
entitled to speak for themselves and those authorised to speak for the absent third parties. Above all,
it remains to be seen how this capacity to represent future generations can possibly be authenticated,
as the usual validation procedures (elections by the persons to be represented, etc.) are not available
in this case. What tests could be used to judge self-proclaimed and contradictory claims to represent
future generations?

Lastly, the general virtue of legitimacy tests is that, if accepted, they can put an end to
conflicts and disagreements by avoiding endless rhetoric exercises attached to tests when the latter
are only conceived as deliberation procedures. Legitimacy tests mobilise a world of precisely
qualified objects and things to decide among rival claims (think of a race required to know who really
runs faster). In order to do this, a world of well-defined and standardised things (devices, technical
objects, natural beings), on which all members of society can firmly rely, need to be constituted.
However, the context of scientific controversies and incomplete understanding, so characteristic of
knowledge about the global environment, actually reflects the inability of existing ecological objects
(CO2 emissions, the spread of chemical compounds in the sea, deforestation, etc.) to establish

guaranteed equivalence with future states. Knowing the present state of the environment does not
entail that we are able to know as well the future state of the environment8. The social pacification
expected from the world of objects is a cruel disappointment here. The same shortcoming is found in

                                                
7 Rawls himself denied this possibility of extension…
8 The much and rightly contested book of Lomborg (2001) is a typical demonstration of the err provoked by the confusion
between gathering data on past and existing states of the environment and making statements on future states and issues: in a
rather dishonest way Lomborg tries to dress his personal views and priorities for the future as if they were a direct expression
of the present real state of the world!
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the link between local and general phenomena. Complexity is the name given to the lack of
information and knowledge available to the human observer to give an account of the general sense
based on partial knowledge of the local mechanisms and realities (Atlan, 1979). It therefore
becomes perilous to attempt to make general sense of local phenomena in any other than a prudent
and conjectural fashion, but this also opens the way to strategies of stakeholders backing
contradictory interpretations. This has led us to underscore the “entangled hierarchy” structure
underlying the concept of the environment (see section 1).

In view of these problems, the question should doubtless be raised as to whether
sustainability is really a new generic principle or whether it should rather be looked as an extension of
existing principles of legitimacy to a new field of action and concern. In this case, the rhetoric and
tests of sustainability have to be built from the inside of classic tried-and-tested legitimate rhetoric
and tests. At the same time, we must admit that none of existing principles can by itself provide an
overall framework for thinking about sustainability. To have some chance to approach the overall
concept of sustainability, we need to consider all what can be brought by the various legitimacy
principles operating in our societies, i.e. ‘market’, ‘industry’, ‘civic’, ‘fame’, ‘domestic’, ‘inspired’
orders.

3. Integrated modelling for assessing sustainability issues

3.1. Assessment under scientific controversy

Integrated assessment aims at gathering a variety of information sources and analytical pieces into
one unique framework in order to authorise a broad look at a specific issue of concern in a policy
context, such as acid rain, or global warming. A major direction has been to develop appropriate
model frameworks to achieve such an informational integration, while providing an explicit tool to
perform uncertainty analysis (Dowlatabadi and Morgan, 1993). Less efforts have been devoted to
the ways of establishing a link between the framing of such assessments and the diverse concerns of
stakeholders taking part to the policy process. Such a link should be specifically addressed for
avoiding integrated assessment to become a new black box strategically instrumentalised by some
social actors. Typical environmental issues are not only affected by extensive uncertainty about
critical variables for decision-making, which is acknowledged by most scholars, but by long-lasting
scientific and social controversies based on an indecisive confrontation of different theories of the
world (Godard, 1997a and section 1). Enough consideration has not been given to the consequences
of this controversial state of knowledge in respect to the type of framing of issues that should be
elicited. For instance, an ex post analysis of the acid rain case in the USA (Perhac, 1991, p. 26)
concluded that “the utility industry put too much faith in science as a means of resolving a
complex scientific/political issue,” consequently perceiving themselves as a net loser in the acid
rain regime adopted.

There are two questions to be considered: a) to which extent the type of framing which may
be appropriate for scientific explorations of some issues can also be relevant in a decision-making
context, in which achieving an agreement among stakeholders is the key problem? b) what is the
practical usage being made of economic analytical tools and frameworks when the latter cannot
decisively contribute to the achievement of an agreement and keep up with scientific conditions of
validity of statements?
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Take the case of climate change. Prominent economic models used for assessment generally
assume that optimising long run pollutant emissions and development trajectories within the
framework of classical growth theory or the cost-benefit rationale is meaningful for decision-making
(Cline, 1992; Nordhaus, 1991). Such approaches do have positive analytical contributions to
enlighten the logical structure of some issues: identifying the trade-off involved as regards
intertemporal consumption flows; stating "impossibility theorems" (for instance: with unsubstitutable
natural assets and no margin for technical progress, any consumption path is unsustainable); showing
the critical importance and indecisiveness of the choice of the discounting factor (every value
between 1% and 8% has been justified by rational arguments), which leads to valuations differing by
several order of magnitudes; or revealing the implicit or shadow value of natural assets or scientific
information implied by such and such decision, etc.

In spite of these qualities, these exercises are not able to directly give reliable, substantive
results for making practical decisions in controversial contexts. They are made of so many
assumptions and approximations than they can only be judged impressive or decisive by people who
only take end results without questioning the means used to obtain them. As said in the IPCC WGIII
last report (Bruce et al. 1995, chapter 8): “Although researchers attempt to incorporate their
best understanding of development processes into the studies, neither the baseline nor the
intervention scenarios should be interpreted as representing likely future conditions, especially
more than a decade into the future.” So, what is their social use? Quite often, such economic
assessments receive a rhetorical role to force some framing of social issues well beyond what they
can legitimately provide in terms of validated results. What seems to matter in developing this role is
the appropriateness of results and conclusions to the preconceptions that some prominent social
actors (governments, lobbies) want to disseminate within society and public opinion. In these cases,
instead of being a way to achieve a sound social agreement on climate strategy, they take part to the
very process of controversy, and may even amplify it in raising new points of dissent, as it has been
shown by the IPCC case of valuing human lives in the North-South context.

To really be a means to build a broad social agreement, long run substantive optimisation
would require that its debatable assumptions and preconceptions become largely accepted social
conventions, not only within the community of economists, but among main social stakeholders in a
position of having some influence on the decision-making process. For instance, welfare utilitarianism
would have to be generally accepted as delivering the right principles for identifying the public
interest. Such requirements are not well-adapted to a decision universe where several legitimate
justification orders coexist and welfare considerations mix with concerns for obligations and rights.
To positively contribute to the social process of decision, economic expertise should then be adapted
to this controversial context. What is on the agenda is to look for a framing of issues that could be
less-demanding as regards the level of information on states of nature, technologies and preferences,
and about the content of an agreement (priorities and values). This can be better done through the
adoption of a sequential approach to decision-making (Bruce et al., 1995; Hourcade, 1997), a one
which is focused on preparing the next steps while preserving flexibility about the courses of action to
follow in the future. This involves a radical change in the justification of taking action. Once we
decide to address the climatic change as a serious threat, the challenge is for us to increase our future
capacity of efficient reaction to new progress of scientific information. Under the precautionary
principle, we are not taking action now to prevent a well-identified future risk, but to set ourselves in
a good position to give appropriate answers when new significant scientific and factual information is
obtained.
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Under scientific controversy and taking due account of the intrinsic pluralism of the
sustainability concept, integrated assessment should be posited as a framework focusing on the
articulation of the various time dimensions involved by natural and social processes and by the delay
needed to develop new technologies and set-up new institutions, allowing a real discussion of criteria
and assumptions among experts, and connecting assessment exercises to the concerns of various
social groups, without assuming that the latter share common "visions of the world", values and
priorities, or an agreed social preference function.

3.2. A typical story of instrumentalisation of economic expertise for decision purpose

A short story may illustrate the points made about the tremendous relevance of linking results to
assumptions and framing. Alan Manne and Richard Richels are well-known for their influential
contribution to the international expertise in relation to global warming. Indeed, they have been
specifically said to have influenced the US government’s position against premature action in the
global warming case since the early nineties: due to the presumed high economic cost of any serious
action on carbon sources in the USA, they only favoured large investments in research. For instance,
in February 1992, a few months before the achievement of the Rio negotiation, they released a draft
paper analysing the potential impacts on the US economy of the adoption of the EC proposal to
introduce in all OECD countries a combined carbon and energy tax. This draft was immediately
echoed in the press, notably in the New York Times (Passell, 1992). After peer review, the draft
was published in January 1993 in the academic journal Energy Policy. I suggest to look at these
three steps with some detail.

First step: the draft paper released in February 1992

Using their Global 2100 model, the authors drew several conclusions, the two major ones being that
the EC proposal may not be sufficient to accomplish the stated objective of reducing emissions to
below current levels and, secondly, that a tax on nuclear energy will only add to the difficulties of
achieving the target by reducing incentives to use carbon-free sources of energy. But they also
compare the respective impacts on the US and EC economies and conclude that the cost for the US
economy will be 50 per cent higher in GDP percentage than the cost for the EC economy because
Western Europe uses approximately 40 per cent less energy per unit of economic output. They
present the figure reproduced below as Figure 1 and add (p. 15): “To the extent that a lower
energy/GDP ratio reflects lower energy use by industry, there may be implications for
international competitiveness”. They had taken the precaution to acknowledge, in a section called
‘Assumptions’, that: “As with any analysis, the results are largely determined by a handful of
critical assumptions”.

Second step: a translation given by a newspaper article

In the New York Times of 26 February, 1992, Peter Passell picked up the idea that the cost will be
higher for the USA than for Europe in the following terms: “The United States uses more energy
per dollar of output than Europe. Thus it should not be surprising that the Manne-Richels
simulation shows that a broad-based energy tax would be even more expensive in America
than in Europe. And while the broad tax might serve the parallel function of blurring the
impact on regions and industries, the fact that Europe would end up with an overall economic
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advantage would surely depreciate its political currency in the United States”. So the public
expression of the academic work of Manne and Richels refers to “the fact that Europe would end
up with an overall economic advantage” in its competition with the USA; this statement does not
come directly from the authors, but is not contradictory to what they say and seems to respond to a
commonly shared belief in the USA, i.e. the result is presented as common sense.

Third step: the academic release in Energy Policy

When the Manne and Richels’ paper was published in 1993, it displayed no significant difference to
the draft, with the exception of one section: the question of the relative cost to the EC and USA. An
entirely new argument had been introduced on the calculation of the dead-weight loss cost of a new
tax when existing prices of commodities are already taxed. This point had been ignored in the draft
model simulations. This addition resulted from peer discussions and notably from the findings
published in papers by OECD economists Peter Hoeller and Jonathan Coppel (1992). Without
mentioning their already disseminated previous results, Manne and Richels now explain that “when
measured in terms of economy-wide costs, the EC proposal is likely to have an even larger
impact on Western Europe than on the USA. (...) the additional tax distortions would be
considerably greater than those in the USA. (...) We estimate that the average cost (as a
percentage of GDP) would be nearly three times as high in Western Europe as in the USA”
(pp. 9 - 10). They then show what is now the figure reproduced below as Figure 2. The two figures
depict completely opposite realities as regards the region which would bear the highest cost. The
cost to Western Europe in 2010 makes a jump from 0.4 % of GDP to more than 1.2 %! This seems
to be good news for the USA, but I have not heard of Peter Passell explaining how positive could be
the carbon tax for the US competitiveness! Between February 1992 and January 1993, the EC
proposal had been killed and the Rio convention signed without any commitment on a fiscal
approach to international co-ordination. This initial bifurcation led to an approach based on
quantitative objectives: a good will target of industrialised countries (Annexe 1) to stabilise their
emissions in 2000 at their level of 1990 was agreed upon at Rio in 1992 and a supposedly legally
binding target of -5.2% by the same countries by 2008-2012 was decided at Kyoto in 1997 before
the USA announced its ultimate refusal to join the effort of other industrialised countries. As
announced in 1992 quantitative targets have quite logically been supplemented by emissions trading
in order to restore economic efficiency and flexibility, and abate cost of climate policy.
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Figure 1. The figure extracted from Manne and Richels’ draft of February 1992
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Figure 2. The figure extracted from the Energy Policy paper in January 1993

During the past ten years the issue of differences in existing national taxation schemes and the
assessment of dead-weight losses has been intensively debated, around the concept of possible
macro-economic double dividend associated with ‘revenue neutral’ fiscal reforms: the idea is that
what should be taken into account is a net distortionary cost of a global reform including a new
carbon tax, and not only the gross additional distortionary cost associated with the specific carbon
tax (Bureau & Hourcade, 1998). I shall not comment any longer this specific discussion but
underscore some general lessons that may be drawn.

• Specialised scientists do know that their findings are contingent results from models, depend on
‘a handful of critical assumptions’, and are not a direct expression of reality. It is thus quite
evident for them that changing assumptions and adding variables will change the results. They do
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not see a threat to their credibility in this change of outcome, inasmuch as it does not just reflect a
change in ‘opinion’.

• When placed in the position of experts, scientists are listened to as if they were talking of reality,
not of contingent results and constructs. Even if they do not personally express themselves in this
manner, what they write and disseminate is interpreted as such. All the qualifications about
assumptions and specific methods are easily forgotten. Therefore, the circulation of scientific
results in circles larger than the original specialisation generates an ossification of contingent
statements into illusory ‘hard facts’. When some scientific statements are in accordance with pre-
existing beliefs, they are even more readily selected by non-specialists as true and direct
expressions of reality.

• The value of collective expertise should not be mainly placed in the quality of specific results
gained at any moment, but rather in the open process of informed debate among specialists and
stakeholders, with feedback to research. Such a process is itself highly valuable, not because it
can progressively lead to some consensus - it may on some points, but it may not on others- but
because the key issues and variables are made apparent through the debate. Helping to pose the
right questions and to provide a sound framing to a fuzzy set of issues is what groups and open
debates of experts can best do. All this needs time - several years - and may be contradictory to
the want of policy-makers to get clear-cut advice within a short period.

Conclusion : consequences for integrated modelling and sustainability

impact assessment

At first sight, the target of developing integrated models that would be able to catch the whole set of
interactions between society and environment is very attractive. It gives rise to the hope of
transforming situations of conflicts into a rational, scientific resolution of problems. As a matter of
fact, it is repeatedly claimed by scholars invested in modelling and managers of science policy that
integrated modelling is presently the right response to the challenge of setting-up interdisciplinary
research and synthesizing information for policy purpose. Meanwhile, we have good reasons to see
this new way as a theoretical and methodological rather desperate venture as far as sustainable
development is concerned. Up to now, integrated modelling has first been a strategic means for a
community of climate and economic modellers to impose themselves as key partners of policy-
making at a time when decision-makers may be tempted to reduce their support for such work.
Other reasons related to social tactics within national or European bureaucracies may explain the
expectations placed on these approaches. We may suspect that the unsaid project is to put an end
anyway to social controversies that are perceived as an obstacle on the way of some political
projects, regarding liberalisation of trade for instance. The purpose to get objective data to inform
public deliberation would be welcome. The idea that objective figures resulting from integrated
quantitative modelling would allow policy makers to impose some policy developments under the
claim that the superiority of this course of action has been demonstrated would be quite contestable.

Quite different would be the development of transversal modelling exercises organised from a
specific polar viewpoint, such as extending energetics analyses from the functioning of ecosystems to
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the functioning of human societies. The latter are welcome at one condition: they should acknowledge
that “integrated” does not mean “all-inclusive” and then exclusive of alternative approaches. Each
integrated approach has to choose a viewpoint, can only be partial and, at one moment, has to
switch to another type of modelling before being able to come to results. Such a practice of
modelling would not avoid being interactive and iterative. Specific tools would have to be built for
establishing translation interface, i.e. tools for switching from one semantics to another on the basis of
conventions that are only valuable for a specific context.

At this stage, it should be acknowledge that the definition of problems and relevant issues are
as much a responsibility for decision-makers and social actors as for scientists. This should be
reflected in the way to manage the development of interfaces between specific models. The
requirement of building context-specific tools also means that the validation of these tools does not
exclusively belong to strictly scientific procedures and even more to procedures coming out of one
specific discipline. As a genre, these tools belong to the reign of “future studies” more than the one of
pure scientific models. Statements that can be legitimately derived from such exercises are
conjectural and conditional, not predictive; acknowledgement and qualification of uncertainty would
have to be placed on a central position; nevertheless due attention would have to be given to
minimum requirements of coherence and identification of possible orders of magnitude. In spite of
what could be meant at first hear by the expression “sustainability impact assessment”, this approach
would not be able to be just an assessment of the impact of a policy on sustainability of development.
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